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Ortho2 has a new President! But before we get into
introductions, let me comment on the wonderful
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experience I’ve had leading Ortho2 since 1982. My
computer science background was essential when I was
the only programmer for our first product. It was a tough
decision to give that up when company growth demanded
a full-time manager. I’ve always said that I was an excellent
coder but perhaps just an ok president. To what then,
do we credit our decades-long success, when so many
competitors have come and gone? I hired the best people I could find, pointed
them to their purpose, and then stayed out of their way. We succeed because of the

Inside This Issue

(now) 70 Ortho2 staff members who go above and beyond every day to provide the
best possible products and services to our Ortho2 family. And what a family! Who
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wonderful people they employ. What a privilege it has been! Thank you.

Spotlighted Feature: Edge Cloud: The
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Meanwhile, the IRS has informed me that I have reached full retirement age. And

Patient Check-Out: A Golden Referral
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Present and Future
Opportunity
By Nancy Hyman

Empowering Your Team With
Leadership Skills
By Carol Eaton

Keep Them Coming! Building a Rock
Solid Obseration Program
By Natalie Beaton

Inside Ortho2

is the greatest group possible to spend a career serving? Orthodontists, and the

while I will remain as an advisor and chairman of the board, I will also enjoy having
less responsibility. However, the driving factor in my decision to step aside now is
that a better leader is ready to take over... now and for decades to come.
7

The new president of Ortho2 is Amy Schmidt. Those of you who already know her
will undoubtedly agree Amy is uniquely qualified to guide Ortho2. Her educational
background is more business-oriented than mine was, but it is her personal strength
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and integrity that will make her much more than just an “ok president”.

Hello! My name may not be new to you as I have been
involved with Ortho2 nearly all my life. Formerly Amy

Comprehensive Orthodontic
Practice Management, Imaging, and
Communication Solutions

Sargent (yes, Dan’s daughter), I grew up in this company.
My first job involved copying floppy discs in elementary
school. I moved onto part-time office work in high school,
and a college internship while attending Iowa State
University. After graduating from college, I served as
Ortho2’s Corporate Relations Manager, working closely
President’s Perspective continued on page 14

2018 Users Group Meeting Wrap Up

Congratulations to our Pirates in Paradise
costume winners!
1st Place – Dr. John DiGiovanni Orthodontics
2nd Place – The Village Orthodontist
3rd Place – Dunegan Orthodontics
Honorable Mention - Michelle Poludniak
		

“Even though we have used Edge Cloud for five years, we always find something new in these reviews.”
Sue Driscoll, Duthie Orthodontics, Ithaca, NY

from Duthie Orthodontics

Join us February 28-March 2, 2019 in Fort Worth, Texas for the 35th Annual Users Group Meeting!
The meeting will take place at the Worthington Renaissance Fort Worth Hotel. If you haven’t
yet experienced a UGM, now is the perfect time to do so. Don’t just take it from us, see all of
the pictures on our website www.ortho2.com > Meetings & Webinars > UGM or on the Ortho2

“Great workshop! Very well done and very useful information delivered in an excellent manner.

Facebook page.

I would highly recommend the Ortho2 UGM to any practice looking to grow their business and
improve their relationships with patients.”

USERS GROUP MEETING

Mary Southard, Dunegan Orthodontics, Gainsesville, VA

FORT WORTH, TX
February 28 – March 2, 2019

Also, take the time to let us know if you are interested in next year’s meeting and be one of the
first offices to get information about available classes. Call Kim Barker at (800) 678-4644 or visit
www.ortho2.com > Meetings and Webinars > UGM to let us know you are interested.

Contributor Contact Information:
Nancy Hyman – Nancy Hyman is a national

Carol Eaton – Carol Eaton has been

Natalie Beaton – Natalie Beaton helps

Are you the only person in your office who

lecturer and author, including penning

actively involved with the world of

offices to develop consistency in critical

sees the newsletter? Pass it along! Use the

Winning Marketing Strategies, and is the

orthodontics for more than 40 years

systems using Ortho2 software. She

routing slip on the cover to ensure everyone

key strategist for Hyman Orthodontics.

in a variety of hands-on roles. She can

ensures changes are maintained with

gets the chance to read the newsletter.

Nancy may be contacted at (323) 308-9817

be contacted at (559) 779-9123 or

detailed after-visit notes and regular

or nancyors@gmail.com.

caroleatonconsulting@gmail.com.

follow-up. She can be reached at
joyfulchange@comcast.com or
(804) 310-2361.
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You can also read the newsletter on our

If you are planning a presentation or lecture at a society meeting,
university, or local meeting, we can provide you with any screenshots
you need and can discuss how to best use Edge Cloud and/or
ViewPoint in any situations you may be illustrating. We appreciate the
good word you spread and would like to assist in any way we can!

website www.ortho2.com > Resources >
Newsletters.
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Edge Cloud: The Present and Future
Part of an ongoing series spotlighting significant features

E

dge Cloud is Ortho2’s premier
cloud practice management

system. For more than 35 years, Ortho2
has revolutionized the way you use
technology in your office, and Edge Cloud
is no different. With no servers, no need for
backups, and everything you need built into one
system, Edge Cloud helps keep your practice running
smoothly.
There are many features in Edge Cloud that you may not
even know exist. Read on to see what is currently available
to you and what you can expect in the future.

Edge Cloud: The Present
3D Image Storage
One of the best features of Edge Cloud is that it provides
a truly server-less option for storing all of your images,

spot, saving you time chairside.

Edge Pop

interactive; for example, as the monthly payment amount

Chairs can also be classified by specialty to easily schedule

goes up, the number of payments goes down.

each appointment. You can even search for an appointment
based on specialty in the Smart Scheduler.

Edge Pop is another time-saving feature that shows which

There is no need for you or the responsible party to

patients and responsible parties are calling into your office

reconfigure numbers - it’s all done for you as the sliders are

The tooth chart has an easy-access list of procedures so you

with a pop-up notification. With just a few simple clicks,

adjusted. Responsible parties can even select the type of

can quickly add an item to a tooth as a planned procedure.

you can quickly access a patient’s or responsible party’s

braces (clear braces, Invisalign, or metal braces) and any

The procedures are listed in a tree view format, which

folder.

additional add-ons your office provides.

can be searched, and sorted into favorites. The treatment
chart will include an area to take notes about planned

In order for Edge Pop to work, your phone system needs

procedures, and a place to view or alter

a VoIP phone system that supports SIP capability. In

billing codes and fees. Once a procedure

addition, the account you wish to use needs to be in the

is marked complete, the fee will be auto-

ring group for the phone number used for Edge Pop.

posted to the responsible party, and
insurance will be billed if appropriate.

Once logged in to Edge, click the Services drop down
menu from the Tasks tab of the Home Ribbon Bar and

With Edge Specialist, financials and

select Pop. You will need to work with your phone provider

insurance can be completely separated or

to fill in the settings.

all inclusive – whatever fits your office the

including 3D images. There is no need for servers or

One-off Text Messages & Correspondence History

best. Patients can have separate billing for

backups – even with these large images. All images can be

Another feature you may be unaware of is when you send

both orthodontic and pediatric dentistry

stored in Edge Cloud’s data storage facilities.

one-off text messages, the conversation is stored in the

services. In addition, practice financial
reports can be separated by specialty or

patient’s correspondence history.

combined to provide a complete financial

Edge Cloud: The Future

picture.

There are far too many features
currently in Edge Cloud to list

Several child-friendly animations will be

here, but we can tell you about a

added to our suite of Edge Animations

few features that are coming down
the pipeline and into your office in
the near future!

Financial Slider
Allow your responsible parties to
adjust the terms of the contract
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After the selections have been made, a summary will be
provided with the grand total of treatment including all
costs, insurance adjustments, and incentives if applicable.
Alternatively, you can show the financial slider in your office

with Edge Specialist. The videos teach
children how to properly floss and brush, the importance of
keeping their teeth clean, and other information regarding
their oral health and what to expect when visiting the
dentist.

on a tablet or smartphone.

before signing it with the easy-

Edge Specialist

to-use financial slider. Your

Edge Cloud will soon include pediatric dentistry software!

responsible parties will be able to

In addition to your orthodontic needs, Edge Specialist will

take your initial financial proposal

include your pediatric dentistry components - everything

The other benefit you can see with Edge Cloud is the

and adjust it to what works best for them. Simply email

from an expanded tooth chart, to an updated scheduler,

ability to edit your 3D images directly from the program.

a proposal with the initial payment, monthly payment,

and even streamlined financials and insurance.

You no longer need to flip between programs – simply

and number of payments, and from there the responsible

open a patient’s chart with their image and edit it on the

party can edit the numbers using the sliders. Each slider is

Edge Specialist will be integrated fully into the Scheduler
so you can see and/or filter your schedule by specialty.
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Patient Check-Out:

A Golden Referral Opportunity

Empowering Your Team
With Leadership Skills

Y

“

our most valuable practice growth

days per week regarding questions, appointment changes,

asset is your current patient

etc.”.

population, including parents! Organize
the front office team to implement a threepoint patient referral strategy comprised of
asking for feedback, introduction of the text
hotline and asking for referrals.
At checkout each parent/patient will be offered your
three-part strategy.

It is ultimately leadership character that determines our

One of my favorites is “The Heart of Leadership: Becoming

opportunity for influence and impact.” – Mark Miller

a Leader People Want to Follow” by Mark Miller. Then

Part Three: Ask for Referrals

After recently attending another well-organized and

Offer a referral card, implementing this script: “We’d love

structured Ortho2 Users Group Meeting in Savannah, I

to see more patients just like you! Please hand this card to

was intrigued by how much work and planning goes into

any family member or friend who may need our services.

this once a year event. These large events take strategic

Your friend or family member will receive a complimentary

planning and reliance on key personnel who have the

exam with this card.” Alternative new patient offers may

qualities to lead others in making things happen.

be mentioned at this time, as well.

Execution skills

Our orthodontic practices and the team members we work

•

Knowledge of industry trends

•

Ability to articulate a vision

•

Be competent

Ask for feedback regarding today’s visit or the practice

treatment and presume that the patient’s excellent result

goals to aim for, it’s a perfect time to empower your team

in general. Simply ask, “How was your appointment

will produce a volume of referrals. This is not the case!

to invest more of their time, energy, and skills developing

today?”, or “Do you have any questions regarding today’s

Once a parent/patient departs your practice it is easy

leadership qualities. Not only does this take all the pressure

appointment?” These questions prompt the patient

to forget the wonderful experience you provided. Even

off of the business owner, practice manager, etc., it also

to share their impression. Look at the respondent and

raving fans forget that friends and family members will

elevates your team to contribute at a new level and

reply before setting the next appointment. No staring

benefit from your services. Start asking for feedback and

enhance their role and professional accolades.

at the computer while the patient is talking! Listen to

referrals almost immediately after the initial bonding

the response and ask for an online review, if positive. If

or Invisalign delivery and transition to a post treatment

you utilize a third-party review outreach system you may

referral request strategy.

It is amazing to see a team get excited about their
qualities being highlighted and promoted as their roles
and responsibilities get elevated with new job titles and

Marketing collateral associated with this three-part

leadership tasks. Both in my working role as a TC/MC

strategy include a designated text-hotline card, with a

in an Ortho2 practice (Dr. Don Wilson, Novato, CA) and

I recommend asking for feedback from every patient and

request for online reviews, and a patient-to-patient referral

in my role as a consultant working with other practices,

parent at every visit. Respond to all feedback! Concerns

card with a new patient offer, if utilized by your practice.

we are seeing positive results with the time dedicated to

may be dealt with immediately and compliments should

These business card-sized powerhouses will reap reviews,

creating leaders and committees to help run the day-to-

receive a warm thank you. The feedback and review

referrals, and remove phone calls from the front desk

day efficiency and effectiveness of a well-run orthodontic

request is instrumental to the health of the practice as

when the text hotline is incorporated into your patients’

practice.

booking the initial exam.

Part Two: Text Hotline Introduction
Designate a practice mobile phone and create a card
that asks for reviews and announces a practice text-ONLY
number for patients and parents to use. Assign team
members to respond to text inquiries during normal
practice hours and take home the mobile phone for

Referral Opportunities continued on page 14

Basic Leadership Skills according to Mark Miller:
People skills

You may be asking for a referral only at the end of

referred patients look at your online presence prior to

accomplish during the year.

•

Part One: Feedback

your feedback. It is our goal to earn a five-star review!”

team members and plan their goals for what they want to

•

with are no different. With a new year upon us and new

respond, “You will receive an email or text asking to post

have your committee leader choose and meet with their

We have kicked off the new year by evaluating team

Each committee should meet on their own monthly (more
often based on needs and experience of team members),
and then report updates at the quarterly or every-othermonth team meeting updating all team members on their
progress and status.
Here are some ideas as you develop your team committees
and committee team leaders:
1.

Scheduling Committee Team Leader – Lead Front Desk
Business Coordinator/Manager

•

Oversees and works with other front desk team
members on the scheduling grids

•

Creates the scheduling calendar for the next 1218 months coordinated with doctor time out,
Leadership Skills continued on page 15

members’ duties along with their strengths and given out

About the Author
Nancy Hyman founded Ortho
Referral Systems to help orthodontic

new titles in a leadership format. This is then supported
and highlighted with new name tags/name plates, listed
on our website, Facebook page, office photo wall of our
Meet Our Team, and shared on our reception room digital
monitor – Kaleidoscope.

About the Author
Carol Eaton is best known for her
expertise in training treatment

practices jump-start patient referrals,

Choose your specific team leaders and spend 1-2 hours

coordinators and streamlining the new

develop a patient rewards system,

with them discussing leadership roles and the goals

patient process. She also focuses on

increase patient enrollment, and

for the area they will be overseeing with their selected

enhanced communications, internal/

Suggested script to introduce the texting service: “Here is

improve implementation of practice

committees. Check out SimpleTruths.com and purchase a

external marketing, team building, and

our text hotline number. You are welcome to text us seven

growth systems.

book on leadership to share with the committee leaders.

presenting your practice message in a

evening and weekend coverage. In our practice, two team
members alternate responsibility for off-hours responses.

fun and professional format.
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Keep Them Coming! Buliding a Rock Solid
Observation Program
W

hen I provide my free remote

2.

practice statistics report to

they would be ready to start treatment at their next

slipped through the cracks or failed to
schedule their next observation visit. I believe
this problem occurs for two reasons: inconsistent
3.

and consistent observation follow-up protocol supported
tools and reports can ensure you don’t lose sight of these
incredibly valuable patients. In addition to careful follow
4.

these visits when we first discuss it at the NP exam. As
a parent, I am not going to schedule consistently until I

January 15 for missed December observations).

Obs Pre Ph 2 (PP2) or Obs Interim (INT) or Obs In

appointments.
Skip to page 14 to see a handout that I use with my clients.
This handout would be discussed and given at the first visit
when the patient goes into observation program.
Having a kids club can also help build the child’s perceived
value of these visits and help get them excited about

In addition, send the following correspondences on the first

coming in. If you do have a kids club be sure to promote it

of the month:

extensively on your website, in your new patient welcome

•

Send a postcard or email for the current month’s

These are patients who have completed the active

observations (e.g. on February 1 send the reminder for

part of Phase 1 and they are being observed for any

February appointments).

letter/email, in your new patient tour (having a bulletin
board that explains the program can make this a lot of fun),
and in a kids club handout given at the time of the new
patient exam. Taking the time to promote the kids club

Also send a first letter to the previous month’s

at the first visit and on your website, sets the stage for a

Obs Phase 2 Ready (OR2) or Obs Interim Ready (IN2)

observation appointments (on February 1st send for

successful observation program until the patient is ready

or Phase 2 Ready (P2R)

January observations).

for orthodontic treatment.

Send a final letter that lets the patient know they are

I believe that the observation patient actually has a higher

These are patients in between Phase 1 and Phase 2

understand why that is so important.

Also send a reminder email/text for appointments

photos, X-rays, and diagnostic notes and allow time for

developing Phase 2 treatment needs.

up, I believe we set our observation program up for success

•

missed in the previous month (e.g. send the emails

Between (INB)

by the many Edge Cloud and ViewPoint observation

•

•

who when they were last seen the orthodontist felt

being put on 12-month observation due to lack of

established value to a practice than a new patient. Too

In many offices, the most common reason that observation

they would probably be ready to discuss Phase 2

response to previous notices (on February 1, send

often, efforts seem to focus on bringing in new patients

patients are not getting consistent follow up is that the

treatment needs and financials at the next visit.

last letter to December appointments). A copy of

and we neglect the observation patients. Observation

that letter should be sent to the family dentist so

patients already have a relationship with the orthodontist,

they know you have made numerous attempts to

the staff, and the office itself. This makes it highly likely

reach the responsible party to schedule the needed

that they will start their orthodontic care with your practice

appointment. Change the recall date on these

when the time is right. With a strong, consistent, and

observation patients in Edge Cloud or ViewPoint

personal follow up by the office and a clear understanding

forward one year. This will take them off the active

by the parents of the importance of these visits, these

observation list.

patients can be the base of your total practice success!

status they are in is not marked as appointment required.
This means if the patient fails to schedule an observation
appointment or misses an appointment they DO NOT show
up on the Needs Appointment List. I would recommend
going into statuses and marking all your observation
statuses as appointment required. (In Edge Cloud, go to
Editor > General > Statuses. In ViewPoint, go to System
Tables > Patient > Status).
Having clear statuses and recall procedures can support
a good observation protocol as well. I generally see
observation statuses and recall procedures falling into four
categories but the phrasing for each type is different from
office to office.
1.

Observation Pretreatment (OBS) or Recall Observation
(RCL)
These are patients that were seen for an exam and are
not clinically ready to begin treatment. They are being
seen for regular visits to evaluate dental growth and
development.
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15 for all appointments due in January).

visit. More time is scheduled at the next visit to update
financial discussion.

follow up and a failure to build a strong sense of

Send a reminder email/text for appointments that are
due in the current month (e.g. send the email January

a recall observation appointment the orthodontist felt

many observation patients have simply

or failure by how we educate parents about the value of

•

These are patients that when they were last seen for

offices, I am always surprised to find that

perceived value in these appointments. Having a strong

Obs Ready (OR) or Recall Ready (RDY)

Another place where you can lose your observation
patients is in past due recall dates. Typically, there is
good follow up for the first month or so, but after that
the observation patients remain on past due dates and
generally receive no further follow-up. To find these
patients you simply need to run the Recall Observation
report and set your first date further back in time. Sending
a re-approach letter to these seriously past due observation
patients can get more of them back into the schedule.
Having a clear observation follow-up cycle will prevent
patients from getting into the situation of having a past

•

One year later, send a re-approach letter (copy to

Observation Program continued on page 14

family dentist), remove patient from Ortho2 recall
observation list, and change status to ONR Obs No
Response.

About the Author

due recall date that is more than three months past due.

Once you have observation statuses that are marked

The following is an example of how you might schedule the

appointment required and you have a follow-up system

Natalie Beaton has more than 18

follow-up:

that addresses the patients that have failed to respond to

years of hands-on experience as a

your follow-up efforts, then you are ready for the second

Treatment Coordinator and Financial

On the fifteenth of the month, send the following emails:
•

side of this problem. Building the perceived value of the

Administrator. She works exclusively

Send a reminder email/text to all the observations for

observation visit begins at the first visit with great scripting

with Ortho2 clients to maximize their

the first of the next month (e.g. send the email January

and written material that helps the parent understand the

use of the ViewPoint and Edge Cloud

15 for February appointments).

value and importance of regularly scheduling observation

systems in all critical practice areas.
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Inside Ortho2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

Free Webinars

Available from Ortho2

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new

Contact your Ortho2 Regional Manager at sales@ortho2.com or (800) 678-4644 for more details on any of these products

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >

and services.

Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your
Our cloud-based management system.

convenience.

Upcoming Webinar Topics
April – Edge Cloud: What’s New in Edge Cloud

is paperless or going paperless, this is one feature you can

Didn’t make it to the UGM this year to hear about all the
new features Edge Cloud has to offer? Don’t fret! This

use for organization. Stacks are used for keeping track of
additional record work that needs to be completed for a
patient at a later time. When you have finished the task,

webinar will review the features added to Edge Cloud

Your Edge Cloud System Can Include:
(Scheduler, Electronic Insurance, and Edge Imaging always included)

•
•
•

Additional Edge User Licenses
Edge Specialist (pediatric dentistry module)
Practice Connect (Your practice in the palm of their

•

Edge Animations (patient education and case

•

Edge Portal Premium (account access for patients/

hands.)

you can remove the patient from the list.

during the first quarter of 2018.

June – Edge Cloud: Schedule Setup and

May – ViewPoint: Stacks

Design Basics

The Stacks feature allows you to flag patients for further
action. This system is similar to the ‘stacks’ of patient
charts you may have in your office, with at least two major
benefits: patient folders won’t get lost, and a patient can
be in more than one stack at any given time. If your office

Achieving the perfect looking schedule takes some thought
and setup. We’ll take a look at the editors that apply to
designing your schedule, placing emphasis on designing
scheduling templates, and template editing tools.

•
•
•
•
•

presentation)

parents/professionals via the Internet or smartphone)
Edge Reminders (automated appointment reminders)
Treatment Hub (electronic charting)
Patient Tracker (patient sign-in and operatory display)
Premier Imaging (ceph, morphing, and Bolton
Standards)
HR Manager (securely store employee information)

•

Third Party Product Integrations

Edge Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-Site Training and Refresher Sessions
Web-Based Training and Refresher Sessions
Credit Card Transaction Processing
Edge Cloud (off-site, secure data hosting)
Data Split (split Edge databases)
Data Merge (combine Edge databases)
Data Conversion (put non-Edge data into Edge file
format)

•

Image Conversion (convert your images to Edge
Imaging)

•
•
•

Custom Reports
Custom Online Forms
Custom Premier Imaging Analyses

Our local server management system.

On a Personal Note

ViewPoint Software Modules

Amy Schmidt, Ortho2 President, and Corey Schmidt, Ortho2 Internal Services Supervisor, welcomed Ridley Paul on
December 1, 2017. Ridley weighed 7 pounds, 2 ounces, and was 19 inches long. Ridley is joined at home by big sisters
Izzy and Penny, and big brother Sawyer. Congratulations!

•
•

Additional ViewPoint User Licenses
Edge Imaging for ViewPoint (enhanced imaging

•

Edge Animations for ViewPoint (patient education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edge Reminders for ViewPoint (automated
appointment reminders)
Premier Imaging (ceph, morphing, and Bolton
Standards)
Treatment Chart (electronic charting)
On-Deck Appointment Control (patient sign-in and
operatory display)
HR Manager (securely store employee information)
VP WebAccess (account access for patients/parents
on the Internet)
VP Glance (access to your ViewPoint data from your
smartphone)
Electronic Insurance

Grid Scheduler
Third Party Product Integrations
DataMove Utility (transfer ViewPoint data from
location to location)

functions)
and case presentation)

Ridley Paul

•
•
•

ViewPoint Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-Site Training and Refresher Sessions
Web-Based Training and Refresher Sessions
VP Credit Card Transaction Processing
VP Backup Online Storage
Data Split (split ViewPoint databases)
Data Merge (combine ViewPoint databases)
Data Conversion (put non-ViewPoint data into

•

ViewPoint file format)
Image Conversion (convert your images to
VP Imaging or Edge Imaging)

•
•
•

Custom Reports
Custom Online Forms
Custom Premier Imaging Analyses

Equipment & Networking (For both Edge and ViewPoint systems)
•
•
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Computers, Printers, and Other System Components
On-Site Installation and Configuration

•

Backup Monitoring Service
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Ortho2 Anniversaries

Coreen Magnuson

Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the first quarter of 2017.

Coreen Magnuson enjoys spending time with her family – both her home family and work family.

Thirty-Six Years

Seventeen Years

Seven Years

Dan Sargent

Joe Levenhagen

Mike Gude

Twenty-Eight Years

Sixteen Years

Six Years

Jo Jacobson

Danetta Hiatt

Mark Hoffmann

Jesse Howard

Twenty-Seven Years

Amy Schmidt

Diane Lyon

Fourteen Years
Twenty-Four Years

Michael DiSalvo
Chad Kellner

Matt Hilleman

Tony Kooima

Twenty Years
Coreen Magnuson

Twelve Years

Mike Vest

Chris Bennett

Nineteen Years

Nine Years

Doug Olsan

Joe Lynch

Four Years
Lori Backous

anniversary this last quarter. Coreen began working at Ortho2 in 1998 as an accounting clerk. Her
current title is Accounting Manager, in addition to being the official O2 Secretary and Treasurer.
While there were fewer people here when Coreen began, she said one thing has remained the
same, “a family-friendly, casual, and flexible company who genuinely cares for their customers
and employees.”
Her duties include accounting and a variety of tasks that includes order processing with a good balance of everyday tasks
and long-term projects. “I have a terrific team of people working with me who make it easy to come to work every day,”
Coreen says.

Linda Cooley

When she isn’t at work, you will likely find Coreen with her family, playing cards or board games, and watching her kids in

Dylan Funk

their events. She has been married to Scott for 22 years, and they have two children, McKenna, 19 and Zach, 15. “I take a

David Hohbach
Amia Sult

Jim Powell

Career Milestones and Development
Elizabeth Nordeen accepted the Project Coordinator position, and began her new post on March 5. Elizabeth has been
with Ortho2 since 2012 as a Software Support Representative and Trainer. Congratulations on your new position!
Welcome to Ari Vasquez and Joshua Tolsdorf! Both joined the Software Support Team as Software Support
Representatives on March 12. Ari is a recent graduate of Iowa State University, where he worked as the Industrial Design
Lab Coordinator. Joshua gained valuable customer service knowledge while he was a Customer Service Representative
with CDS Global. Join us in welcoming Ari and Joshua!

The way Ortho2 has been like a family to her is one of the main reasons she celebrated her 20th

ton of pictures at the different events and really enjoy editing them and sharing with friends and family. I used to have a
lot of time to scrapbook which I really enjoy doing, but haven’t had as much time in recent years,” she says.

Mike Vest
Growing up, Mike Vest always took his toys apart because he wanted to know how they worked.
He had a Commodore VIC-20 that he calls the ultimate tinker toy because he could program
and add interfaces to them. That love of tinkering helped lead him to become Ortho2’s Network
Administrator. He celebrated his 20th anniversary this last quarter. “I enjoy solving complicated
problems for both external and internal customers,” he says. Mike also likes the evolving
challenges and feeling of family he has seen at Ortho2.
Mike remembers gaming nights at Ortho2 when fellow employees would hook up their
computers and play games with each other. Other fond memories include Dan walking around with the beer cart, and
seeing co-workers’ families growing through the years. “When you have a family environment like Ortho2, you tend to
stick around,” he says.
Mike and his wife have four children and seven grandchildren. Outside of work, he enjoys singing, playing music,
photography, and woodworking. And when he isn’t doing that you can find him with his grandson, Leon, or helping
others.

Background image taken by Brandon Niewoehner
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President’s Perspective continued from page 1

Leadership Skills continued from previous page 7

with consultants and universities, and eventually worked my

software and services that will allow you to thrive today and

way to Vice President of Sales and Marketing. I’ve spent my

into the future. As Dan said, Ortho2 is 70 people strong

life involved in Ortho2 and the orthodontic community.

who will continue to go above and beyond for you – every

The orthodontic landscape is changing, with more Dental
Service Organizations (DSOs), more general dentists
offering Invisalign treatment, and the introduction of do-it-

day. I look forward to managing the challenges and seizing

administrative days, school holidays/events, production
•

•

Find creative ways to increase NP phone calls

Provide a concierge feeling at your front desk by

•

Work with the Marketing Committee to brainstorm

training all front desk team members in consistent,

the opportunities that the future of orthodontics has in

friendly, high-energy patient/parent greetings and

store. Here’s to the next 36 years.

departs from your office
•

Listen, monitor, and teach enhanced verbal skills that
are positive, proactive, and promotional

to helping you meet these challenges by providing the
•

communication habits. The goal is to keep the walking

with the practice so that you are top of mind when asked

testimonials of current and completed patients engaged

whom they trust on the road to a beautiful smile!

•

Coordinate the quarterly parent appreciation contest

•

Update the reception room guessing contests with
creative ideas and themes for patients

•

2.

Financial/Insurance Team Leader – Financial
Coordinator/Insurance Coordinator

•

Work on a smooth, efficient way of checking insurance

4.

Clinical Committee Team Leader – Clinical Coordinator

•

Review the scheduling grid and work with the front
desk on smooth patient flow

•

Create a protocol for filing insurance claims that avoid
delays in getting payment

•

cross-training including scheduling patients chairside
•

5.

Coordinator
•

involved with and support
•

Develop a marketing program to local schools

•

Support your local sports team during the year,

Look at creative ways to make money issues flow

sponsor teams, etc.
•

budget
•

peers: CE programs, CPR classes, RDH appreciation
events, etc.
•

TC skills
Create a solid pending protocol for ongoing follow-up
with patients not yet committed to your practice
Train all TCs and backup TCs in enhanced verbal skills
for selling your practice, your doctor, and team
Stay in good communication and contact with your

Get involved with either Smile for a Lifetime or Smiles
Change Lives scholarship programs

Work on a smooth transition with the new patient

diagnostic records, pre-sell part of the exam, closing
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Look at new opportunities to provide support to dental

New Patient Process Committee Team Leader – Lead

6.

to website, personal confirmation call, initial greeting,

•

Oversee marketing calendar; work within yearly

OrthoBanc, OrthoFi

process: The NP phone call, welcome email/reference

•

Research community events that your practice can be

healthy relationships when renegotiating difficult

Treatment Coordinator

•

Marketing Committee Team Leader – Marketing

Stay on top of collections and work on maintaining

both treatment and financial options e.g. AccepTxPro,

•

Talk up patient referral programs inviting patients to
invite their friends to your practice

smoothly in the practice by using tools that enhance

3.

Provide patient education for orthodontic patients on
compliance, oral hygiene, elastics, etc.

•

accounts
•

Support and encourage patients to get involved with
social media contests

•

desired outcome
•

Brainstorm ideas for fun and motivational marketing
with existing patients

•

Monitor A/R reports to keep a healthy balance of
paid in full, and short/long payment plans within your

Meet with clinical team members to provide updated
information on clinical procedures, efficiency, and

benefits, ideally prior to the initial consultation
•

Review quarterly referral reports; focus on top 10 each
year

Oversee and maintain a clean beverage bar in your
reception area

Observation Program continued from page 9

•

Give feedback and training tools on how best to deal
with difficult people

Referral Opportunities continued from page 6

suggestions for marketing to the new patient

positive closing comments as the patient/parent

yourself orthodontic treatment such as Smile Direct Club.
I want you to know Ortho2 is committed as your partner

peers including GPs/specialists

days, holiday schedules, summer schedules, etc.

Social Media/Communications Team Leader – SM/IT
Coordinator

•

Keep updated content on your website

•

Post regular Facebook photos and events about your
team and the practice

•

Manage Yelp/Google Reviews; ask for more reviews

•

Host online social media contests for your patients/
parents
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“Delivering premium solutions for success to the orthodontic profession…”

Asking for referrals when patients check out

Keeping observation patients coming for their

from their appointment will help keep new

appointments is just as important as the referrals you

patients coming through the door. Begin this

receive. Keep on top of these appointments with guided

three-part strategy for success.

follow up.

page 6

page 8

Empowering your team to develop leadership
skills not only helps them grow individually,
but also helps your practice develop.
page 7

ORTHO2
Sales (800) 678-4644

Support (800) 346-4504

Local/Intl. (515) 233-1026

Fax (515) 233-1454

